
 
 

Capstone Project 1 

Disruption Preparedness and Recovery Coordination 

 

In view of the recent experiences other states have had with disruption to transportation systems from major 

weather related events such as Hurricane Katrina, Ike and Sandy, and other disruptive occurrences, your Gover-

nor’s office has instructed your agency to prepare a plan that is to include specific actions that will address 

freight transportation coordination and response to minimize disruptions to goods movement in and through the 

state during and following such events.  In addition to major intra and interstate highway freight networks, your 

state hosts significant Class 1 and Regional rail systems and is home to a State operated major load center port, 

which accommodates both truck and rail access.  Several large cities are within your geographic boundaries and 

these cities hold independent authority for truck movements on local highways within their city limits.   Your 

state also hosts a large concentration of major warehouse and distribution centers that service a number of retail-

ers, in particular grocery retailers, located both within your state boundaries and beyond.  Your project team has 

been assigned the task to outline the composition and utilization of a statewide freight transportation coordina-

tion council as  an effective method to provide input to the state’s disaster preparedness plan/State Emergency 

Management Office,  specifically related to addressing freight system disruptions from major weather related or 

other disruptive occurrences.  Examples of where this has been a successful best practice should be cited.  Your 

plan should identify: what agencies/organizations/entities should be represented on the council, their respective 

roles on the council (i.e. advisory, informational, response), anticipated issues and/or potential solutions/assets 

the various council participants might bring to the table with respect to their individual needs or concerns for 

freight during such events.  Goals for the council with respect to addressing disruption preparedness and recov-

ery coordination should be established and outlined.  Physical movements, information, data, communications 

and regulatory considerations must all be considered.  Identifying how information will flow to these parties in 

the outreach and on-going planning process, as well as in the event of a real time operational event and response 

is a deliverable in your task, as well as resources necessary to sustain the coordination effort. 

 

 

Participants: 

 

Quon Kwan/FMCSA, Georgi-Ann Jasenovec/FHWA TX,  - Patrick Herlihy NH DOT, J. Kelli 

Nash – USDOT, John Townsend, NJ/Tpke, Rick Wyatt/SC DOT 
 

 

 

 

Resources to consider: 

A significant amount of work has been done on Freight Resiliency that includes addressing disruptions for sig-

nificant weather events.  Consider: 

Texas DOT Resiliency Plan, Washington State Freight Resiliency Plan,  

ftp://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-info/library/reports/gov/tpp/spr/resiliency/resiliency_phase_1.pdf 

Washington State (with MIT) Freight Resiliency Plan, 

http://web.mit.edu/scresponse/repository/WSDOT_FSR_Report_v251.pdf 
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Section I.  Executive Summary 

 

The Honorable Governor of the State of Confusion on April 27, 2014 instructed the State 

Department of Transportation to begin preparing a Disruption Preparedness and Recovery 

Coordination Plan (DPRCP).  The purpose of this DPRCP is to address, with respect to freight 

transportation, preparedness for and recovery from severe weather-related incidents, such as 

Hurricanes Katrina, Ike, and Sandy and the like as well as from acts of terrorism, epidemics, 

industrial plant catastrophes, civil disturbances, and war.  The DPRCP describes the highlights of 

creating the Statewide Freight Transportation Council (hereinafter called “Council”), 

recommending members, establishing goals, and proposing means for achieving those goals.  

The DPRCP is structured as follows: 

 

Section II encompasses the three following items:  (i) discusses why the Council is 

needed, (ii) introduces the explicit charge from the Governor to this Agency, and (iii) enumerates 

the freight transportation facilities within the scope of this charge. 

 

Section III is the longest section of the DPRCP.  It lists the members comprising the 

Statewide Freight Transportation Council (Council) created for the purpose of developing this 

DPRCP.  Covered are also who the Council members are, why they are on the Council, the 

role(s) that they play, and what resources they can offer.  The members include: Governor’s 

Office representative, Director of Intermodal Transportation, State Office of Emergency 

Management representative, State Department of Transportation – Office of Operations 

representative, State Police representative, freight rail industry representative, air cargo industry 

representative, port authority representative, private waterborne freight industry representative, 

state trucking association representative, private sector grocers representative,  State Public 

Health Department representative, utilities sector representative, state freight advisory committee 

representative, State Department of Environmental Conservation, and a City of Slackerville 

representative. [The City of Slackerville is the large city in the State of Confusion and holds 

independent authority for truck movements on local highways within its city limits.] 

 

Section IV describes the means the governance of the Council’s.  There are four key 

elements in governance: (i) how the Council will be established, (ii) how often the Council will 

meet, and (iii) how the Council will be governed, and (iv) how the Council will interface with 

the larger Emergency Response Team. 

  

Section V describes the goals of the Council.  There are five goals: (i) to develop a 

communications plan, (ii) to compile response prioritization plans with mode-specific 

considerations, (iii) to draft a long-term recovery plan, (iv) to conduct on-going recovery and 

planning, and (v) to establish performance measures for recovery. 

 

There are two appendices:  Appendix A contains the assumptions about Council’s 

domain, and Appendix B contains the bibliography for the DPRCP 
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Section II.  Introduction 

 

A.  Why a Council is Needed  

 

More than $10 billion of freight moves through the State of Confusion per year.  Of 

special note is that the State hosts a large concentration of major warehouse and distribution 

centers that service a number of retailers, in particular grocery retailers. In the past decade, the 

state freight transportation system has suffered drastic consequences from Hurricanes Katrina, 

Ike, and Sandy and the like.   

 

Besides tropical storms (e.g., hurricanes), snow blizzards, other weather-related incidents 

(e.g., Nor’easters) which have seriously hurt, if not temporarily crippled, the state’s freight 

transportation.  While acts of terrorism, epidemics, industrial plant catastrophes, civil 

disturbances, and war have not occurred in the State of Confusion, disruptions to the state’s 

freight transportation system from these acts will be included for consideration by the Council.   

 

A body of multidisciplinary and multimodal experts is needed to convene, discuss, and 

compile a statewide plan to address the disruption of the freight transportation system in the 

event of a severe weather-related incident.    

      

B. Instructions from the Governor 

 

On April 27, 2014, the Honorable Governor of the State of Confusion issued 

Gubernatorial Executive Order No. 4272014.  This Gubernatorial Executive Order instructs the 

Agency to outline how a Statewide Freight Transportation Coordination Council (Council) 

would be an effective method to provide input to a plan specifically related to addressing freight 

system disruptions from major weather related or other disruptive occurrences.  This plan shall 

be called the “Disruption Preparedness and Recovery Coordination Plan” or the DPRCP for 

short.  

 

The Order states that the DPRCP should identify what agencies/organizations/entities 

should be represented on the Council and the rationale for their representation on the Council, 

their respective roles on the Council [e.g., advisory, informational, response or other (to be 

specified)], anticipated issues and/or potential resources the various Council participants might 

bring to the table with respect to their individual needs or concerns for freight during such 

events. Examples of where this has been a successful best practice should be cited. 

 

 The Order also states that goals for the Council with respect to addressing disruption 

preparedness and recovery coordination should be established and outlined in the DPRCP.  

Physical movements, information, data, communications and regulatory considerations must all 

be considered.  Identifying how information flows to these parties in the outreach and on-going 

planning process, as well as in the event of a real time operational event and response is a part of 

the DPRCP.   
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C.  Freight Transportation Facilities 

 

The freight transportation facilities that are within the scope of this DPRCP include the 

following: 

 

 Airport including air cargo facilities.  The State has one commercial airport and two 

general aviation airports. 

 

 Distribution centers 

 

 Electric power generation, transmission, and distribution system 

 

 Internet cables 

 

 Natural gas supply and distribution system 

 

 Potable water supply and distribution system  

 

 Roads – all roads (including 1000 miles of arterials and one interstate highways – see 

Appendix A) that are designated as truck routes, alternate truck routes, or truck route 

detours.  Roads include the roadside (such as traffic signals, variable message signs, 

street lights, signs, and intelligent transportation systems equipment), bridges, and 

tunnels.  

 

 Railroads – Class I national and regional systems – all track, structure, wayside, bridges, 

tunnels, and intermodal transfer facilities.   The State has about 500 miles of track (most 

of which is privately owned and some of which is State-owned).  

 

 Sewage collection and treatment system 

 

 Stormwater collection and treatment system 

 

 Telephone system including exchanges, cell phone towers, microwave relays towers, 

 

 Warehouses 

 

 Water port (including docks, cranes, and both truck and rail intermodal transfer 

facilities).  The State has one inland water port. 
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Section III.  Statewide Freight Transportation Coordination Council 

 

A. Background 

 

Before a discussion of the Council, a discussion is warranted of the agencies responsible 

for managing the state’s (1) transportation infrastructure, (2) public communications with the 

private sector, and (3) providing preparedness and assistance in an emergency response to a 

disaster. 

 

1. Agencies Responsible for State’s Transportation Infrastructure 

 

 The state’s Department of Transportation is responsible for the state’s transportation 

infrastructure.  The agencies within the state’s Department of Transportation with this 

responsibility include the following: 

 

 Director of Intermodal Transportation 

 State Department of Transportation – Operations Representative 

 Port Authority 

  

The Federal agencies, which will be coordinating with the above state agencies when interstate 

commerce is affected, include the following: 

 

 Federal Aviation Administration 

 Federal Highway Administration 

 Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 

 Federal Railroad Administration   

 U.S. Coast Guard 

 

 Coordination with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) shall 

be included for weather forecasts.  Coordination with the Federal Emergency Management 

Agency shall be included whenever an official declaration is issued of a state of emergency.  

Coordination with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation shall be included when an act of terrorism is included.  Coordination with the 

Centers for Disease Control should be included in an epidemic.  

 

2. Agencies Responsible for Public Communications with the Private Sector 

 

 The state agencies responsible for public communications with the private sector on 

issues of preparedness for and emergency response during a disaster include the following: 

 

 State Office of Emergency Management 

 Director of Intermodal Transportation 

 State Department of Transportation – Operations Representative 

 State Police 

 Port Authority 

 Public Health Department 
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 State Department of Environmental Conservation 

 

 The subject matter of public communications with the private sector by a state agency 

shall be limited to the subject matter within the jurisdiction of that state agency.  If the subject 

matter falls under the jurisdiction of multiple state agencies, the public communication shall be 

coordinated among the relevant state agencies. 

 

3. Agencies Responsible for Providing Preparedness and Assistance in an 

Emergency Response to a Disaster 

 

The following state agencies are responsible for providing preparedness and assistance in an 

emergency response to a disaster: 

 

 Governor’s Office Representative 

 State Office of Emergency Management 

 Director of Intermodal Transportation 

 State Department of Transportation – Operations Representative 

 State Police 

 Port Authority 

 Public Health Department 

 State Department of Environmental Conservation 

 

The American Red Cross should be consulted on providing preparedness and assistance in an 

emergency response to a disaster. 

 

 

B. Governor’s Office Representative: 
 

Who:  This representative is a high-level staff representative  from the Governor’s Office.  This 

representative shall be appointed by (as with Council members in accordance with Section IV.A) 

and represent the Governor on the Council. 

 

Why they are on the Council:  Since the Governor is the Chief Executive Officer of the state 

and serves a critical role in disaster preparedness and response, this representative plays a critical 

leadership role on the Council as well on the Emergency Response Team. 

 

What role they play:  This representative provides relevant information and updates to the 

Governor on the planning process and has the authority of the Governor on issues and decisions 

regarding DPRCP development and content.  This representative advises the Council on the 

decision making process used by the Governor when declaring a designated area as a “Disaster 

Area” and/or to call out the National Guard. 

 

What resources they can offer:  This representative can offer the Governor’s perspective on the 

emergency planning process and the overall decision making process used by the Governor 

during disasters. 
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C.  Director of Intermodal Transportation: 

 

Who: This representative is a high-level representative from the State Department of 

Transportation (DOT) who oversees all non-highway and bridge areas including freight from a 

rail and air perspective.  

 

Why they are on the committee:  Since freight is shipped through many modes, this 

representative is critical in the planning process. This representative understands the business 

practices of both the freight rail and air cargo industries and knows the players involved in each. 

 

What role they play:  This representative represents DOT with regard to regulatory and 

operational planning factors regarding (i) freight rail corridors owned by DOT and (ii) airport 

infrastructure for commercial activities and general aviation airports capable of handling air 

cargo during emergencies. This representative also interacts with the freight rail and air cargo 

industries. 

 

What resources they can offer:  This representative can offer  insight into the areas of freight 

rail and air cargo as well as insight from established rail and airport system plans for consistency.  

This representative can also reach out to the rail and air industries operating in the state for their 

knowledge and perspective during the planning process and gather their emergency preparedness 

and response plans for consideration. 

 

 

D.  State Office of Emergency Management (OEM) Representative 

Who:  This representative is a high-level individual from the State OEM.  This representative 

has a good working relationship with all departments and levels of personnel within OEM.  This 

individual is involved in or oversees the State Emergency Operations Plan.  

Why they are on the committee:   Since the State OEM serves a critical role in disaster 

preparedness and recovery, this individual is needed in implementing the Emergency Operations 

Plan.  This representative presents the challenges and opportunities that arise during a time of 

emergency. In addition, this representative brings expertise on disaster preparedness and 

recovery functions and first-hand experience from prior emergencies. 

What role they play:  This representative is both an advisor and an active participant.  This 

individual advises on methods utilized by and actions implemented by the OEM during prior 

emergencies and how those can impact freight mobility.  

What resources they can offer:   This representative can offer insight and shares the details of 

the overall state Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) with all agencies involved.  The EOP 

describes: (1) state assistance to local jurisdictions, (2) response to certain emergencies and (3) 

coordination with the Federal Government when needed. This individual offers a working 

knowledge of this plan which is a key asset to the Council.  This individual is involved in 

coordinating volunteer and mandatory evacuations due to an emergency and is also be directly 

involved in overseeing resource management and allocation during the emergency.  This 

representative, in coordination with the DOT representative, may also utilize this authority to 
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assist with freight mobility through the region by requesting the adjustment or easing of certain 

practices relating to traffic control or regulations pertaining to freight movement. In addition, this 

individual would also be the point of contact with FEMA and would coordinate activities with 

any FEMA response offered. 

E.   State Department of Transportation – Operations Representative:  

Who:  This representative is a high-level official from DOT in the Operations section.  This 

representative has a good working relationship with all offices and levels of personnel within the 

agency.  This individual is directly involved in overseeing all aspects of traffic management on 

the roadways which includes personnel and the use of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) 

equipment. Familiarity with scheduled and emergency roadwork, service and removal of 

disabled vehicles, managing traffic flow during various congestion and weather events and 

facilitating incident response and clearance are key skills that representative possesses. This 

representative also has familiarity with all aspects of transportation in the state, both public and 

private including Air, Freight, Rail and Port and how they interact with the roadway network.   

This individual also serves as the point of contact between the DOT and the State OEM 

Representative and ensures that the agency is coordinating all activities with the OEM and 

adhering to the Emergency Operations Plan. 

Why they are on the committee:   Since roadways are the predominant mode in which freight 

is moved (both by truck alone and as a part of the intermodal chain), this representative is critical 

to understanding how traffic management principles and actions affect freight throughput during 

an emergency.  This representative offers experience in traffic management from prior 

emergencies. 

What role they play:  This representative is both an advisor and an active participant.  This 

individual advises on methods and best practices for managing traffic operations and offers 

insight on methods and practices to move freight during an emergency. This representative also 

serves as a point of contact with various Federal agencies such as the FHWA and FMCSA. In 

addition, this individual is a liaison to the representatives from the private sector Air, Freight, 

Rail and Port agencies. 

What resources they can offer:   This representative can offer insight regarding traffic 

management and if authorized, may be able to direct resources of both ITS equipment and 

personnel in the field to assist with freight mobility during an emergency. This individual may 

also facilitate requests with Federal agencies for the easing or adjustment of specific regulations 

with regard to freight movement and driver rules in to further a recovery effort. 

 

 

F.   State Police Representative – Command Level 

Who:  This representative is a high-level official from the State Police who has authoritative 

power.  This representative has a good working relationship with all offices and levels of 

personnel within the agency.  This individual should be in a position to oversee all law 

enforcement personnel and equipment dealing with incident management and emergency 

operations.  
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Why they are on the committee:   Since the State Police serve a critical role in the enforcement 

of law, this representative is critical to understanding how law enforcement practices and 

procedures can affect freight mobility during an emergency. This representative offers expertise 

in law enforcement on a statewide level and experience from prior emergencies. 

 

What role they play:  This representative is both an advisor and an active participant. This 

individual advises on methods and best practices used in law enforcement and offers insight on 

how they may be applied to move freight in an emergency.  

 

What resources they can offer:   This representative can offer  insight and if authorized, can 

draw on resources available at his/her agency’s disposal during emergencies and on additional 

resources as needed.  This representative may also serve as the State Police liaison with chiefs of 

local law enforcement during events and can leverage previously established relationships to 

coordinate a more comprehensive response to managing an emergency. 

 

 

G.  Freight Rail Industry Representative: 

Who: This representative is a high-level official from the one and only Class I railroad in the 

State. This representative has a good working relationship with the other short lines in the region, 

and with other Class I railroads that serve the same markets or have parallel corridors to the 

representative’s company.  The representative is involved in managing the safety/resiliency of 

the railroad represented.  

 

Why they are on the committee:  As a primary mode for moving goods in the State, this 

representative is critical to keeping the freight rail network functioning in the event of a natural 

disaster.  The representative presents the challenges and opportunities that the rail network 

provides during an emergency. The representative brings expertise on the existing network and 

capacity constraints, as well as “weak-links” potentially affected during a disaster. 

 

What role they play: The representative is both an advisor and an active participant. The 

representative advises on the needs of the private rail industry and its customers. The 

representative advises on alternate rail routes in the event of an emergency and on the potential 

use of rail as an alternative to highways in the event highway use is compromised.  

 

What resources they can offer:  The representative shares emergency preparedness, response, 

and recovery plans developed by the railroads and is the point of contact for all rail lines in the 

greater national region. This representative could offer rail freight data, capacity, and demand 

modeling tools for planning purposes to which the Council would not otherwise have access. 
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H.  Air Cargo Industry Representative: 

 

Who: This representative is a high-level official from the air cargo industry. The representative 

possesses a good working relationship with the other operators in the region and involved in the 

management of the safety/resiliency program for the airline being represented.  This 

representative will also have a working relationship and knowledge of intermodal air cargo 

concerns, best practices, and resiliency strategies. 

 

Why they are on the committee:  As an important mode for moving goods in the area, 

especially in the event of a disaster that compromises large portions of the surface transportation 

network, this representative is critical to moving time-sensitive and potentially life-saving cargo.  

This representative presents the challenges and opportunities that aviation operators face during 

such an event. This representative brings expertise on airport network and capacity constraints 

(e.g., runway lengths restrict size of planes) and on “weak-links”. The representative also has 

experience on the procedures and air restrictions for search and recovery and offers insight into 

air reconnaissance efforts during recovery after a disaster.  

 

What role they play: The representative is both an advisor and an active plan participant. The 

representative advises on the needs of the aviation industry and those that use it. The 

representative advises on alternate reliever airports.  

 

What resources they can offer:  the representative offers the recovery plans developed 

internally by the private airport operators and potentially the airlines themselves, and offers a 

point of contact for all airport operators in the area. This representative may be able to offer air 

cargo data for planning purposes to which the Council would not otherwise have access. The 

representative may also be able to provide capacity and demand modeling tools to which the 

Council would not otherwise have access.  These tools will be essential if the plan includes any 

modeled emergency response scenarios. 

 

 

I.  Port Authority Representative:  

 

Who: This representative is a high-level official from the Port Authority for the State.   The 

representative has a good working relationship with the other freight operators in the region. The 

representative is involved in the management of the safety/resiliency program for the port 

represented. This representative is also part of the organization that oversees the handling of 

freight at the port.  They will also have a strong working knowledge of maritime operations and 

policies/procedures. 

 

Why they are on the committee:  This representative is critical to the efficient movement of 

waterborne freight during a disaster.  The representative is critical to moving large quantities of 

relief supplies, or longer term recovery/rebuilding supplies into the area, as an alternative to 

surface transportation modes. This representative communicates the challenges and opportunities 

that the Port faces during a disaster. This representative brings expertise on the existing marine 

network and capacity constraints of the Port well as “weak-links” during a disaster.  This 

representative appraises the potential economic impacts of a disaster on international trade, a 
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major consideration in the DPRCP.  The representative also has experience with maritime 

procedures and restrictions in an emergency. 

 

What role they play: The representative is both an advisor and an active DPRCP participant. 

The representative advises on the needs of the maritime industry and its users. This 

representative advises on alternate waterways and ports.  

 

What resources they can offer:  The representative offers emergency preparedness, response, 

and recovery plans developed by the Port and serves as point of contact for all terminal operators 

at the port.  

 

 

J. Private Waterborne Freight Industry Representative  
 

Who: This representative is a high-level official from the leading terminal operator or leading 

steamship company at the only water port in the State.   The representative has a good working 

relationship with the other freight operators in the region. The representative is involved in the 

management of the safety/resiliency program for the terminal or steamship company represented.  

 

Why they are on the committee:  This representative is critical to the efficient movement of 

waterborne freight during a disaster.  The representative is critical to moving large quantities of 

relief supplies, or longer term recovery/rebuilding supplies into the area, especially if surface 

transportation modes are compromised. This representative communicates the challenges and 

opportunities that terminal operators and steamship companies face during such an event. This 

representative brings expertise on the existing marine network and capacity constraints of all 

waterways as well as “weak-links” during a disaster.  This representative supplements the port 

authority representative by appraising the economic impacts of a disaster may have on 

international trade, a major consideration in the DPRCP.  The representative also has experience 

with maritime procedures and restrictions in an emergency. 

 

What role they play: The representative is both an advisor and an active DPRCP participant. 

The representative advises on the needs of the maritime industry and its users.  The 

representative also advises on alternate waterways and ports.  

 

What resources they can offer:  The representative offers recovery plans developed internally 

by the maritime industry and serve as point of contact for all terminal operators and steamship 

companies at the port. This representative may be able to offer sensitive data and capacity and 

demand modeling tools for planning purposes from the private sector to which the Council 

would not otherwise have access.  

 

 

K.  State Trucking Association Representative: 

 

Who: This representative is a high-level official from the State Trucking Association (STA) and 

represents the trucking industry for the state, including most all of the different types of trucking 

operations in the state, including truckload, less-than-truckloads, pick-up-and-delivery, flatbeds, 
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tankers, drayage, and oversized & over-weight loads. The STA also has very good contact 

information for non-members, and can reach out to them as needed. 

 

Why the representative is on the Council:  The trucking industry is critical for freight 

movement over the highways in the State, and thus, is a critical part of the Council. The 

representative also works closely with neighboring states on regional trucking needs as well as 

with the State DOT on highway infrastructure needs, improvements, and detours. The 

representative also works closely with state law enforcement and state emergency and operations 

teams.  

  

What role the representative play: The representative makes sure the trucking industry’s 

concerns are brought to the Council and also the trucking industry is kept apprised of all 

decisions that affect trucking.  Part of the representative’s responsibility is to make sure the 

trucking industry is back to moving freight safely as soon as possible.  The representative raises 

issues and concerns related to needed waivers from oversize and overweight restrictions, hours 

of service rules, hazardous materials restrictions, and rules about designated truck routes.  This 

representative could also bring to the Council any emergency preparedness and response plans 

from the trucking industry. 

 

What resources the representative can offer:  The representative takes responsibility for 

getting the trucking industry and drivers to support the DPRCP.  If needed from the organization, 

the representative could play a leadership role on the Council. The representative also maintains 

relationships with neighboring state trucking associations, and if necessary, leverages these 

relationships to achieve the goals of the Council and the DPRCP.    

  

 

L. Private Sector Grocers 

Who:  This representative is a high level official from a state-wide committee of private sector 

grocers (PSG), including independent retailers of groceries, grocery chains, bread and bakery 

goods distributors, beverage distributors, dairy product distributors, produce marketers, 

purveyors of meat products (beef, fish, pork, and poultry), and wholesalers of groceries.  The 

committee shall set up a schedule of rotating chairpersons, and the chairperson from the 

committee shall represent all private sector grocers on the Council during his or her term of 

office.   

 

Why the representative is on the Council:  The state hosts a large concentration of major 

warehouse and distribution centers that service a number of retailers, in particular grocery 

retailers, located both within the state boundaries and beyond.  This representative is important 

for acting as a liaison between the Council and the private sector grocers.  

 

What role the representative play:  The role of the PSG on the Council is to provide advice on 

the issues and concerns related to restoring to normalcy the retail supply and distribution of food, 

both perishable and non-perishable, after a weather-related incident.   Examples of issues and 

concerns are as follows: debris removal from major roads and tunnels, authorization for alternate 

truck routes due to washed out roads and bridges, waivers for hours of service and overweight 
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loads, acceptability of perishable food affected by weather, insufficient diesel fuel for trucks and 

refrigeration plants, and police protection from looters.    

 

What resources the representative can offer:   The representative could bring to the Council 

any emergency preparedness and response plans from the grocery industry.  The representative 

may be able to solicit PSGs to offer resources (tractors and trailers) for hauling in materials and 

supplies that are needed in the weather-affected area instead of returning empty to the weather-

affected area.   

 

 

M.  Public Health Department 

  

Who:  This representative is a high-level official from the Public Health Department (PHD). 

 

Why the representative is on the Council: The state PHD is on the Council in order to raise 

and respond to potential issues relating to impacts of weather-related events on public health:  

disease epidemics, sanitation, water potability, and food contamination.    

 

What role the representative play:  The role of this representative on the Council is to provide 

expertise on sanitation standards and control of epidemics.  The PHD assists the Council by 

addressing issues and concerns related to the following: acceptability of (1) perishable food or 

feed affected by a weather-related incident and (2) vehicles and containers that have may be 

contaminated due to a weather-related incident when those vehicles and containers are used for 

bulk transportation of food.   

 

What resources the representative can offer:   This representative could bring to the Council 

any emergency preparedness and response plans from the PHD.  The representative solicits PHD 

to provide resources (e.g., medicines, vaccines, water purification, etc.) to control public 

epidemics that may be caused by a weather-related incident. 

 

 

N.  Utility Sector 

 

Who:  This representative is a high-level official from a state-wide committee made up of the 

following utilities:   cellular telephone services, electric power, internet service providers, natural 

gas supply and distribution, sewage collection and treatment, hard-wire telephone, trash 

collection, and water supply.  If there is more than one company providing a particular kind of 

utility (e.g., cellular telephone service), then all companies providing that particular kind of 

utility service in the state shall be represented on the committee.  The committee shall set up a 

schedule of rotating chairpersons, and the chairperson from the committee shall represent all 

utilities on the Council during his or her term of office.  

 

Why the representative is on the Council:  Utilities comprise the infrastructure critical for the 

conduct of commerce and industry as well as for the support of daily residential living activities.  

This representative brings forth issues from the utility sector to the Council and keeps the utility 

sector apprised of Council activities and the DPRCP.   
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What role the representative play:  The role of this representative is to advise the Council on 

the issues and concerns related to restoring normal electric power and communications services 

(i.e., telephone, wireless, fiber optics, and internet).  The representative also advises the Council 

on removing barriers to restoration.  Examples of barriers include insufficient crews and 

equipment to make repairs, lack of pumps to remove water from flooded areas, lack of water 

intrusion barriers, lack of spare parts, and inability to access broken cables, poles, and towers.   

 

What resources the representative can offer:   This representative could bring to the Council 

any emergency preparedness and response plans from the utility industry.  When spare 

equipment is not needed by the utility sector, the representative may be able to prompt utility 

sector to offer spare equipment for emergency purposes after a disaster.  Such equipment 

includes:  backhoes, bull-dozers, “cherry pickers (bucket trucks),”cranes, dump trucks, ladders, 

tree removal apparatus (chain saws and “chippers”) and water pumps.  

 

 

O.  State Freight Advisory Committee (FAC):  

 

Who:  This representative is a high-level official from the FAC, which is comprised of elected or 

appointed officials from governmental agencies, law enforcement, retailers associations, 

manufacturers associations, and executives from all modes of freight transportation. 

 

Why they are on the Council:  The representative from FAC is on the Council because of 

FAC’s longstanding involvement and intimate knowledge of the statewide freight network and 

bottlenecks.  The FAC representative serves on the Council because of this representative’s 

insight and knowledge about all freight transportation modes across the State.  The FAC member 

also has established relationships with representatives from all transportation modes, which 

could be critical during times of emergency. 

 

What role they play:  The representative from FAC serves in an advisory and informational role 

on the Council, generally responding to inquiries and requests from other members of the 

Council.  The knowledge that the FAC representative has about the statewide freight 

transportation network enables the representative to provide a wider perspective during 

emergency situations.   

 

What resources they can offer:  This representative offers the immediate access to a 

representative or representatives of any freight transportation mode within the State, and these 

representatives are then able to quickly communicate to others within their modes during an 

emergency situation.    

 

 

P.  Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) 
 

Who:   This representative  is a high-level official from DEC. 
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Why they are on the Council:  This representative on the Council because of DEC’s 

longstanding involvement and intimate knowledge of the impact of disasters on the environment, 

how to mitigate adverse consequences before and after a disaster, and how to carry out 

environmental restoration after a disaster.  This representative is important for coordinating 

environmental clean-up activities with minimum interference to freight movement in the State.   

 

What role they play:  This representative serves in an advisory and informational role on the 

Council and respond to inquiries and requests from other members of the Council.   

 

What resources they can offer:  This representative could bring to the Council any emergency 

preparedness and response plans from DEC.   This representative can offer resources available 

from DEC for clean-up of spills and environmental restoration.   

 

 

Q. The City of Slackersille:  
 

Who:  This representative serves on behalf of Slackerville and the two other cities within the 

State (see Appendix A) and speaks for all cities within the State, as well as other local agencies 

in the State.  The representative comes from the Public Works Department or Transportation 

Department, with a background in traffic operations and emergency preparedness. 

 

Why they are on the Council: This representative serves on the Council because, during an 

emergency situation, the urban areas become choke points for goods movement.  The cities hold 

independent authority for truck movements on the local highways within their city limits during 

emergency situations to prevent or alleviate choke points.    

 

What role they play:    This representative’s role is advisory, informational, and at times, 

response oriented.  This representative provides information, guidance, and assistance to other 

local agencies during times of emergencies, particularly with regards to each local agency’s 

independent authority in regulating truck movements on local highways within their city limits. 

This representative coordinates issues among the local agencies to keep freight, emergency 

supplies, etc. moving within the State. 

 

What resources they can offer:  This representative coordinates with State agencies and other 

emergency preparedness coordinators to ensure seamless transportation across all jurisdictions. 

This representative could bring to the Council any emergency preparedness and response plans 

from the municipalities.  
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Section IV.   Governance of the Council 

 

A. How the Council Will Be Established 

 

The Council will be established by Executive Order (EO) from the Governor.  State 

agency members shall be appointed based on position as stated in the EO.  Private sector 

members, defined in the EO, shall be appointed by the Governor based on their area of expertise 

and willingness to serve.  The Council will oversee and advise a consultant procured by the State 

DOT responsible for drafting the plan. 

 

B. How often the Council Will Meet 

 

The Council will meet bi- monthly as needed.  The Chair may cancel meetings, adjust 

meeting times, and/or schedule additional meetings as needed to conduct the business of the 

Council. 

 

C. How the Council Will Be Governed   

 

Each member is afforded one full vote in order to come to a consensus on any decision 

needed to be made by the Council.  The Governor’s Office Representative shall chair the first 

meeting of the Council.  At that meeting, the members shall elect a Chair from within the 

membership.  Duties of the Chair shall include the following: 

 

• Call each meeting to order, verify that a quorum (majority of members) is present, 

conduct the meeting, and adjourn the meeting when the business of the Council 

has been completed; 

 

• Establish and appoint members to subcommittees as needed in order to carry out 

the business of the Council; 

 

• Exercise parliamentary discretion for the conduct of meetings.  Shall provide an 

opportunity for all members to be heard on any given issue and for the efficient 

conduct of business; and 

 

• Direct members of the public (welcome to attend all Council and Subcommittee 

meetings) when permitted to address the Council. 

 

D. How the Council Will Interface with the Larger Emergency Response Team  

 

The Council will have a high level representative from the State Office of Emergency 

Management.  This individual will act as the liaison to the larger Emergency Response Team 

(ERT).  Periodic updates will be given to the ERT by the consultant as progress is made on the 

plan.  A draft of the plan will also be provided to the Team for their review and comment.  After 

the plan has been finalized and signed by the Governor, the Council will be suspended until the 

plan needs to be revised or a new plan needs to be drafted.  The plan will be used for exercises 

and real time events overseen by the ERT .
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Section V.  Goals of the Council 

 

A. Communications Plan 

One of the Council’s goals is to develop an effective and timely communications plan. 

The communications plan covers four components:   (1) internal communication during the 

development of the DPRCP, (2) communication and outreach plan to the larger stakeholder 

group, (3) communication of the final DPRCP to the Emergency Operations Center, and (4) 

guidance on implementing the DPRCP during an actual event.  These four components are 

described below: 

 

1. Internal Council Communications Plan: 

 

Effective and clear communication among Council members throughout the development 

of the plan is critical to the success of DPRCP.  Internal communications is essential for 

collaboration.  The internal communications plan shall identify (1) the primary mechanism(s) of 

communication throughout the planning process and (2) any software or technology 

opportunities and challenges that may arise from the disparate data and software used by Council 

members.  The internal communications plan addresses the logistics for the capability to call into 

all meetings in accordance with the meeting schedule described in Section IV.B.  The internal 

communications plan shall include alternative means of communicating among Council 

members when there is a prolonged power outage, such as using messengers or runners to go 

back and forth among Council members or agreeing on a pre-arranged meeting place at regularly 

scheduled times.  The internal communications plan will also use social media to solicit or 

collect information on disruptions, concerns, and issues from the public as well as to disseminate 

information on progress of recovery efforts to the public. 

 

2. Communication and Outreach Plan 

 

There are key milestones and deliverables on which the Council should seek feedback 

from a larger stakeholder group. To do this, a communications and outreach plan should be on 

the Council’s first agenda and established early on.  The Council will have a consultant prepare 

the communications and outreach plan. The communications and outreach plan should include 

the number and locations of public involvement opportunities. It should also identify the larger 

stakeholder groups that need to be selectively targeted to provide feedback on the DPRCP to the 

Council.  Without communication between the larger stakeholder group and the Council, the 

DPRCP could fail to identify processes and actions critical to an effective response and recovery 

and critical to the overall resiliency of the freight network.   

 

3. Communication of Final DPRCP to the Emergency Operations Center  

 

The DPRCP is to be implemented by the personnel in the larger emergency response 

team.  Thus, there needs to be a clear and defined process for how the larger emergency response 

team is to be familiarized with the final DPRCP, including a one-day seminar.  
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4.  Guidance on Implementing the DPRCP  

The DPRCP should be executed and interpreted as described.  In the event that a question 

about the DPRCP arises during an actual event, a point of contact for the DPRCP and a means 

for communicating with the DCRCP point of contact will be provided in the DCRCP.   

 

 

B. Response Prioritization with Mode-Specific-Considerations  

 

The second goal of the Council is to establish a response prioritization and mode-specific 

plan that will also coordinate activities with private sector modes of transportation.  Such a plan 

must take into account that emergency management consists of three stages:  (i) preparation, (ii) 

detection and response, and (iii) recovery.  In the response stage, freight mobility is essential to 

bring in resources and supplies needed to mitigate the consequences of a disaster, whether they 

are food, water, medicine, fuel, or other necessities.  At the recovery stage decision makers 

should still consider restoring freight mobility as a prime goal so as to enable the mobilization of 

resources needed for the overall recovery effort and to assist the population in affected regions. 

The modes of the freight network can often respond to or recover from a disaster with more 

resiliency than expected.  Many of the public and private companies have their own response and 

disaster recovery plans, which can be leveraged to benefit the overall response and recovery 

effort.  The goal of restoring the freight network may be a short term or long term depending 

upon the scope of the disaster, but directing resources to achieve some immediate mobility will 

help to get freight moving to the areas where it is needed.  There may be major structural damage 

to infrastructure (i.e., roads, track, runways, and seaports); however directing resources to 

targeted areas may open up some avenues to at least get some modes operating at a minimum.  

Every section of a mode restored to use helps to improve freight mobility and takes stress off the 

other parts of the freight network. 

 

Providing assistance to the users of the freight network has a more direct effect on 

restoring freight mobility (under the assumption that the overall network is still viable).  The 

council representatives will discuss the methods for providing this assistance and the types of 

assistance that would be beneficial to each mode of transportation, such as the following:  

Special consideration should be given to essential transport workers, in all modes, to allow 

passage through roadblocks to access their facilities where they can begin the efforts to gather 

the personnel and resources needed to work toward restoration of services.  The trucking 

industry can be assisted by formulating policies designating certain highways or high-occupancy 

vehicle lanes as freight only, extending hours of service for commercial drivers, and/or relaxing 

weight restrictions on selected routes. Methods such as these would need to be coordinated with 

the appropriate Federal agencies such as FMCSA or FHA that have oversight on the specific 

regulations.   The rail industry can benefit from setting priority on restoring electric power to 

their facilities. Also a coordinated effort with law enforcement to allow rail crews to have access 

to tracks from closed public roads will help to get trains moving again. In addition, agreements 

reached with the FRA to reroute rail traffic in the event of major infrastructure damage would be 

beneficial.  The air cargo industry would benefit from a coordinated effort with the FAA to 

prioritize air cargo flights.  The FAA could designate certain airport runways or times at which 

certain runways can be reserved for air cargo.  Likewise, the waterborne freight industry would 
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benefit from coordination with the US Coast Guard for rerouting of ships to unaffected facilities, 

the restoration of utilities to affected port operations and being given priority for fuel delivery.  

In addition, the Maritime Transportation Act gives the Coast Guard Captain of the Port 

discretion over which ships and cargo can be unloaded first based on security risks, but it does 

not set a priority for one type of freight over another.   

 

 

C.  Long-term Recovery Plan 

Response does not equal recovery. Many organizations see the terms response and 

recovery as interchangeable. They are not. There are important differences between immediate 

response to an incident, and the longer-term recovery from the event. 

 

Response is defined as all action taken before, during, and after an incident with the 

objective of (1) saving lives, (2) minimizing damage, or (3) enhancing longer-term recovery. 

Recovery,  on the other hand, are actions taken after an event to return vital economic systems to 

minimum standards (in the short term) and all economic systems to normal or improved levels 

(in the long term) 

 

Long-Term Recovery plans focus on business resumption and stability are industry or 

company specific, and are usually considered the responsibility of each individual company in 

the private sector. The long-term effect of poor economic recovery can dwarf the initial impact 

of an incident itself. The economic livelihood of a region must resume and will require a long-

term recovery plan.  

 

Having a recovery plan is different than just modifying or adding to the existing 

emergency response plan. While recovery does not have the same feel of urgency as the 

immediate response to a disaster, if ignored it has the potential for causing greater and longer-

term damage to a region impacted by a major incident. A Long Term Recovery plan is needed 

from the Council to insure continuous improvement of freight movement:  

 

1. Support planning for a resilient, well-maintained freight transportation network 

• Incorporate freight resiliency into traditional transportation planning  

 and programming  

•   Include other modes in planning efforts to increase awareness of system-wide 

needs 

 

2. Prioritize infrastructure enhancements to improve the freight resilience 

 of the State of Confusion’s highways 

•  Utilize corridor assessments to identify operational bottlenecks and

 physical constraints 

•  Investigate ways to fund improvements needed for other modes 

 

 3. Improve access to data, information, and people needed for effective resiliency 

planning 

•  Understand baseline data and continue to build information database 

•  Define local issues and needs 
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•  Recruit key players to boost effectiveness of planning 

 

4.  Communicate before, during, and after events 

• Provide up-to-date, comprehensive status reports 

• Hold coordinating meetings among critical sector groups 

•  Engage the private sector 

 

 

 D.  On-going Recovery and Planning 

 

Since response does not equal recovery, it is very important that the Council conducts 

ongoing recovery and planning for improving Freight movements in the state. While the 

response activities receive a significant amount of attention, very little attention is paid to the 

recovery stage. In fact, a review of all 50 state’s emergency response plans has yet to reveal 

another state with plans in line with what the Council is doing. This is surprising since one could 

argue that the long-term effect of poor economic recovery can far exceed the initial impact of the 

event. It is essential that ongoing freight movement recovery and improvement is a major part of 

the Council’s Plan for the State of Confusion. 

 

1. Have a freight transportation system prepared to keep freight moving during an event.  

Provide redundant corridors clear of vertical, lateral, and load restrictions with 

reasonable capacity to detour freight during an event. 

•     Provide robust corridors when detour routes are unavailable. 

•     If redundancy and robustness are not feasible, then outline predictive 

         information to relay through targeted communications channels 

 

2. Have a responsive framework to address shipper and carrier needs as an event occurs 

and to recover the freight transportation system as quickly as possible. 

•     Institute a communications network targeted to sending messages to shippers and 

carriers. 

•     Rapidly return the freight transportation system to normal operations by 

deploying all available and appropriate resources in coordination with the 

appropriate chain of command. 

 

3. Have a flexible, relevant plan that is used to improve freight 

       mobility in the State of Confusion. 

•    Identify funding to implement infrastructure solutions that increase the 

      robustness and redundancy of the freight transportation system. 

•    Build partnerships with emergency management to ensure that economic 

      considerations are appropriately incorporated into response and  recovery. 

•    Evaluate resilience on a regular schedule and incorporate feedback into plan      

updates.  
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E. Performance Measures for Recovery 

Performance measures for freight or goods movement vary by mode of transport.  Truck 

freight movement performance measures (ignoring those that are safety-related, e.g., crashes) in 

the industry are generally travel time and speed/reliability measures for particular travel patterns, 

freight volumes, and costs of shipping.  As far as railroads are concerned, we can look at the 

performance measures reported in the Statistics of Class I Freight Railroads report.  This data 

includes crash data, speed of trains, dwell times in yards and volumes of freight shipped by rail.  

As far as waterborne freight movement is concerned, we can look at the data for ports and 

waterways:  quantity (by type of) cargo imported and exported.  However, the Maritime 

Administration reports a lack of common metrics, a lack of a performance reporting process and 

a lack of definitions as to how ports should be measured in terms of performance.   

 

All of these performance measures are valid for ‘normal’ operations, but not for the 

period after a major disruption.  Evaluating the resilience of a freight system should include 

different performance measures for the different modes, as well as evaluating performance of the 

freight system over the short-, mid- and long-term.  The critical measures of the freight system 

performance after a major disruption, or its resiliency, would be the speed at which primary and 

secondary roadways are able to be re-opened, or other modes are operational, as well as the size 

of the freight network, or the area covered by the re-opened freight network.   

 

A hierarchy of recovery efforts needs to be established first, dependent upon the 

disruption.  This hierarchy would prioritize recovery efforts, from the most critical need (and 

first benchmark) of getting emergency services into and out of the region, to then getting 

necessary supplies (e.g., food, water, etc., and second benchmark) into and out of the region, etc.  

A hierarchy of modes as well as facility type (e.g., interstate highways, major arterials, minor 

arterials, etc.) needs to be established so that recovery efforts can be targeted and concentrated 

on the most effective mode leading to recovery of the system.  Resiliency is enhanced by system 

users having access to current accurate information to allow informed decisions on accessible or 

available routes.  The speed at which recovery occurs depends upon an operating 

communications network and how it works (partly or wholly) after a major disruption. 

 

The overriding short-term performance measurement of the freight system after a major 

disruption is the amount of time for the system to return to becoming operational, even if only 

marginally.  The methods and modes to speed the delivery of services and/or goods (especially, 

fuel and emergency supplies) are keys to an emergency response leading to ultimate recovery. 

 

The mid-term performance measures of the freight system after a major disruption could 

include many things and could change throughout the response and recovery process.  Evaluating 

existing processes and practices for their efficiency and efficacy is important throughout the 

response and recovery period, and making modifications when necessary (i.e., is the plan 

working?).  When certain actions don’t improve emergency supply delivery, either in terms of 

speed-to-market or to affected areas, those actions need to be stopped or changed, and new 

actions or activities need to be implemented. 

 

The long-term performance measure of the resilience of the freight network is to 

ultimately return that network to pre-disruption service levels.  The timeframe for this return is 
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dependent upon the severity of the disruption as well as the area affected by this disruption.  

Returning to pre-disruption service levels could take many years in some cases. 
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Appendix A: Assumptions about Council’s Domain 

 

• There is a  need for the Council 

• Council’s focus is any severe weather-related event, such as a tropical storm, snow 

blizzard, or Nor’easter but will include other disasters resulting from acts of terrorism, 

epidemics, industrial plant catastrophes, civil disturbances, and war.   

• Council’s jurisdiction is statewide authority emergency response for all freight-related 

activities 

• Council’s membership must consist of public and private entities/agencies, such as 

metropolitan planning organizations,  cities, and counties, and State Freight 

Advisory Committee 

• Council will serve the Governor of the State of Confusion (however, administrative and 

logistical support for the Council will come from the State’s Department of Homeland 

Security Agency) 

• There are three cities in the State of Confusion, with the City of Slackerville as largest 

• There is one interstate highway in the State of Confusion. 

• There is only one Class I railroad in the State of Confusion 

• There is a budget to hire a consultant to prepare the plan.  The contract for the consultant 

will be overseen by DOT – Intermodal Division 
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Primary Objective: 
Create a Council for the Development of a Disruption Preparedness and 

Recovery Coordination Plan (DPRCP) 

– Identify: 

• What agencies/organizations/entities should be on council 

• Anticipated issues and assets each member may offer 

• Goals for the council 

• Physical / communications barriers to  overcome 

• Regulatory consideration 

• On-going planning and  real-time operations  
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Assumptions about Council’s Domain 
 Need Exists 

Any Disaster 

Statewide authority 

Public and Private 

Directly under the State’s Homeland Security Agency 

Three cities 

One interstate highway 

One Class I railroad in the State of Confusion 
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Report Outline: 

I. Executive Summary  

II. Introduction  

III. Members of the Council  

IV. Plans for Achieving the Council’s Goals 
Appendices:  

– Assumptions 

– Bibliography  

V. Goals of the Council 
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Introduction 
 

– Why a Council is needed 

– Instructions from the Governor 

– Transportation facilities within scope of the Plan  
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Members of the Council  
 – Structure for each member listed: 

• Who 

• Why 

• What Role 

• What Resources 

 

– 16 Members Identified 
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Texas DOT Statewide Freight Resiliency Plan  
Strategy: Improve access to data, information, and people needed for 

effective resiliency planning 
• Understand baseline data and continue to build information database 
• Define local issues and needs 
• Recruit key players to boost effectiveness of planning 

Texas DOT Statewide Freight Resiliency Plan  
Strategy: Improve access to data, information, and people needed for 

effective resiliency planning 
• Understand baseline data and continue to build information database 
• Define local issues and needs 
• Recruit key players to boost effectiveness of planning 
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Public Members… 

• Governor’s Office Representative  

• Director of Intermodal Transportation  

• State Office of Emergency Management (OEM) 
Representative  

• State Department of Transportation – Operations 
Representative  

• State Police Representative – Command Level 
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Public Members (cont.)… 

• Port Authority Representative 

• Public Health Department   

• State Freight Advisory Committee  

• Department of Environmental Conservation  

• The City of Slackerville 
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Private Members… 

• Freight Rail Industry Representative  

• Air Cargo Industry Representative   

• Private Waterborne Freight Industry 
Representative  

• State Trucking Association Representative   

• Utility Sector 

• Private Sector Grocers  
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Coordination with Federal Agencies 

  
 

Federal Agency Issue(s) Council Liaison  

Centers for Disease Control 
(CDC) 

Epidemics  State Public Health 
Department Representative 

Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) 

Air traffic control:  priority for 
emergency shipments 

State Director of Intermodal 
Transportation 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Terrorism State Police Representative 

Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) 

Emergency preparedness, 
response, & recovery 

State Office of Emergency 
Management Representative 

Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) 

Size and weight waivers, 
detours, and repairs to road 
infrastructure  

State Department of 
Transportation – Operations 
Representative 

Federal  Motor Carrier Safety 
Administration (FMCSA) 

Waivers from hours of service 
& other safety rules 

State Department of 
Transportation – Operations 
Representative 

Federal Railroad Administration 
(FRA) 

Waivers from safety rules &  
repairs to rail infrastructure 

State Director of Intermodal 
Transportation 

National Oceanic & Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) 

Severe weather warnings State Office of Emergency 
Management Representative 

U.S. Coast Guard Maritime matters Port Authority Representative 
10 
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Governance of the Council 
 

A. Establishment 

• Executive Order 

B. Meeting Reoccurrence 

•  Bi-monthly as needed 

C. Governance 

• Chair Elected 

• Voting 

• Conduct of meetings 

D. Interface with larger Emergency Response Team 
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Goals of the Council 
• Goals of the Council 

A. Develop Communication Plan 

B. Response Prioritization with Mode Specific 
Considerations 

C. Develop Long Term Recovery Plan 

D. Conduct Ongoing Recovery and Planning 

E. Develop performance measures  
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Communications Plan 
• Effective  
• Timely 
  
• Four components 

– Internal 
– Outreach 
– Final plan dissemination 
– Incident  
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Texas DOT Statewide Freight Resiliency Plan: 
Strategy: Communicate before, during, and after events 
• Provide up-to-date, comprehensive status reports 
• Hold coordinating meetings among critical sector groups 
• Engage the private sector 
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Response Prioritization 

• Establish a response prioritization and mode-
specific plan. 

• Three stages of Emergency 
• Preparation 
• Detection and response 
• Recovery 

• Short Term Response (≠ recovery) 
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Texas DOT Statewide Freight Resiliency Plan: 
Strategy: Prioritize infrastructure enhancements to 

improve the freight resilience of Texas highways 
 

• Utilize corridor assessments to identify operational 
bottlenecks and physical constraints 
•  Investigate ways to fund improvements needed for 
other modes 
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Long-Term Recovery Plan: 

• Vital economic systems 

• Continuous improvement 
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New Jersey Disaster Recovery Action Plan:  
Long Term Recovery Focus Areas: 

•     Housing 
•     Economic Vitality 
•     Infrastructure 
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On-going Recovery and Planning 

1) Redundant corridors, clear of restrictions 
 

2) Need response framework 
 

3)  Flexible, relevant 
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Texas DOT Statewide Freight Resiliency Plan: 
Strategy : Support planning for a resilient, well-maintained freight transportation 

network 
• Incorporate freight resiliency into traditional transportation planning and programming 
• Include other modes in planning efforts to increase awareness of systemwide needs 
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Performance Measures for Recovery 

 
• Atypical Measures 

• Modal Silos  & Overall System Measures 
– Hierarchy of recovery efforts 

• Emergency services in 

• Necessary supplies in 

• Short-, Mid- and Long-term measures  
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Best Practices: Hurricane Sandy After Action, Report and Recommendations 
to Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, prepared by Deputy Mayor Linda I. Gibbs, 
Co-Chair and Deputy Mayor Caswell F. Holloway, Co-Chair (May, 2013) 
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The Ask 

• Are assumptions about the Council’s domain 
correct? 

• Does the membership and governance 
structure make sense? 

• Are the goals, strategies and performance 
metrics of the Council reasonable? 

• Can we move forward? 
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